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1. Introduction
In this paper we establish the existence of chaotic stationary spatial
patterns in systems described by the Extended FisherKolmogorov (EFK)-
equation
u
t
=&#
4u
x4
+
2u
x2
+u&u3, (#>0). (EFK)
In [DS] this equation has been proposed as a generalization of the
classical FisherKolmogorov (FK)-equation
u
t
=
2u
x2
+u&u3, (FK)
for the study of bi-stable systems and phase transitions [AW, KPP]. In par-
ticular, in phase transitions near critical points (Lifshitz points), the higher
order gradient terms in the free energy functional can no longer be neglected
and the fourth order derivative in the EFK-equation becomes important.
For more specific information about the physical background of (EFK) we
refer to [CER, DS, HLS, Z] and [CH] (p. 1020), and the references therein.
We shall focus here on the stationary patterns on the real line described
by (EFK), and so we shall be interested in bounded solutions u=u(x) of
the equation
#
d 4u
dx4
=
d 2u
dx2
+u&u3 on R. (1.1)
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To eliminate arbitrary shifts we shall always assume that u(0)=0. We note
that this equation has a constant of integration
E (u) =def 2#u$u$$$&#(u")2&(u$)2+ 12 (1&u
2)2=constant.
For the FK-equation (#=0) the structure of the family of such solutions
is well understood. One distinguishes (i) Kinks, also known as Domain
Walls, which are profiles that describe transitions between different spa-
tially uniform states, and (ii) Periodic Profiles. Typical for the FK-equation
is the following:
(a) There exist kinks connecting the uniform states u=\1. They are
odd, monotone and unique, except for their sign.
(b) There exists a family of odd periodic solutions which can be
parametrised by the amplitudeone for each amplitudeand the
amplitude is always smaller than 1.
For the EFK-equation we find two distinct parameter regimes: # # (0, 18]
and # # ( 18 , ). When 0<#
1
8 the structure of the set of solutions of (1.1)
which are bounded on R is now reasonably well understood. It is found
to be quite similar to that of the FK-equation: there are also odd
monotone kinks, and periodic solutions have amplitude smaller than 1.
However, when #> 18 the structure changes and becomes richer. One of the
striking new features is the appearance of two branches of periodic solu-
tions emerging at #= 18 and extending all the way to #=. On one branch
the amplitude is smaller than 1 and on the other it is larger than 1. At #= 18
they bifurcate from one of the odd, monotone kinks. Both the kinks and
the periodic solutions on these branches have the properties
u(&x)=&u(x) for x # R (1.2)
and
E (u)=0, (1.3)
and they all have a single hump between consecutive zeros. In fact they even
have the property that
u"<0(>0) when u>0(<0).
In addition to these solutions with a single hump between zeros, there are
multiple hump periodic solutions in this regime of #-values, that is periodic
solutions with several local maxima or minima between zeros. For further
details we refer to [PT1, 2] and [PTV], and to Section 8 of this paper
where we demonstrate the existence of some multiple hump periodic
solutions.
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In this paper we show that the EFK-equation can describe, besides kinks
and periodic solutions, more complex and even chaotic spatial patterns. We
thus prove a conjecture formulated in [CER].
The proof is constructive: we shall exhibit an infinite family of bounded
solutions of (1.1) on R which are odd and have zero energy, and so satisfy
(1.2) and (1.3). Each of these solutions has an infinite sequence of local
maxima, tending to infinity, and will be characterized by the position of its
local maxima with respect to the level u=1: above or below.
To be more specific, we note two observations made in Section 2:
(i) the critical points on the graph of u are all isolated;
(ii) the maxima do not lie on the line u=+1.
Thus let us denote the locations of the consecutive maxima on R+ by
!k , k=1, 2, ..., and let them be ordered so that !k<!k+1. With this
sequence we associate a symbol sequence _=(_1 , _2 , . . .) in the following
manner
u(!k)>1  _k=1
u(!k)<1  _k=0
for k1. (1.4)
See Fig. 1. We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem A. There exists a #0> 18 such that if #>#0 , then for every sym-
bol sequence _=[_k] we can find a solution u_ of equation (1.1) on R, which
satisfies (1.2) and (1.3), of which the maxima satisfy (1.4). This solution has
the additional properties
(a) u_(!k)>0 for every k1,
(b) u_(’k)<&1 for every k1,
where [!k] and [’k] are respectively the sequence of consecutive maxima
and minima on R+, and
(c) |u_(x)|<- 2 for all x # R.
Observe that properties (a) and (b) imply that the solution u_ oscillates
around u=0, and that if a and b are two consecutive extrema, then
|u_(a)&u_(b)|>1.
In the proof of Theorem A we use an oscillation Theorem which is of
some interest in its own right.
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Fig. 1. Graph of u_ where _=(1, 0, 1, . . .).
Theorem B. Let #>0 find let u be a solution of equation (1.1) which
satisfies (1.2) and (1.3). If there exists an a # R+ such that
|u(a)|- 2,
then
|u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
Here [0, |) is the maximal interval on which u exists. Numerical evidence
suggests that | need not be infinite.
The construction of the solutions on R+ is carried out by means of a
shooting method. Thus, we consider the initial-value problem
(I) {#u
iv=u"+u&u3, x>0
u(0)=0, u$(0)=:, u"(0)=0, u$$$(0)=;,
(1.5a)
(1.5b)
where, in view of the energy identity (1.3), the constants : and ; must be
related by
;=
1
2:# \:2&
1
2+ , :{0. (1.5c)
By standard theory, for every : # R"[0] there exists a unique solution
u(x, :) on an interval [0, |) for some |>0. Since if u is a solution then
so is &u, there is no loss of generality when we assume throughout that
:>0.
The proof is then carried out along the following steps:
(1) We construct a closed interval I1 /R+, such that if : # I1 , then
the first critical point of the solution u(x, :) is a local maximum which has
the assigned value for _1 : 1 or 0;
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(2) We prove the Induction Lemma, which states that given any
closed interval Ik /R+, where k1, in which every : is such that the first
k maxima of u(x, :) have the assigned values for _1 , ..., :k , then one can
find a closed interval Ik+1 /Ik such that for every : # Ik+1 , the (k+1)th
maximum of u(x, :) has the assigned value for _k+1 as well.
In this manner we iteratively construct a sequence of closed nested
intervals [Ik].
(3) We show that there exists a shooting angle : # 1 [Ik], such
that (i) the maxima of the solution u(x, : ) correspond to the preassigned
symbol sequence _ and (ii) u(x, : ) is bounded on R+.
A similar construction was used in [HT1] and [HT2] to prove that
chaotic solutions exist in the FalknerSkan equation as well as in the
Lorenz equations.
After two preliminary sections, in which we introduce some notation,
discuss the critical points of solution graphs and establish a few basic
properties of the solutions u(x, :), including Theorem B, we prove the
Induction Lemma in Section 4. Then in Section 5 we prove Theorem A. In
proving the Induction Lemma and Theorem A we use two technical
lemmas, Lemma X and Lemma Y, which are formulated and proved in
Sections 6 and 7.
In Lemma X we focus on solutions of Problem (I) for large values of #,
and so it will be convenient to rescale the problem there by means of the
transformation:
x*=#&14x and u*(x*)=u(x). (1.6)
In terms of these new variables, Problem (I) becomes
(II) {u
iv==u"+u&u3, x>0
u(0)=0, u$(0)=:, u"(0)=0, u$$$(0)=;,
(1.7a)
(1.7b)
where we have dropped the asterisks again, and for the energy functional
we obtain
E (u) =def 2u$u$$$&(u")2&=(u$)2+ 12 (1&u
2)2=0. (1.8)
The constants : and ; are now related by
;=
1
2: \=:2&
1
2+ , :{0. (1.7c)
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In the limit, as #   and =  0, equations (1.7a) and (1.8) become
uiv=u&u3, (1.9)
and
E (u) =def 2u$u$$$&(u")2+ 12 (1&u
2)2=0. (1.10)
The approach we have chosen to prove the existence of chaotic solutions
is a direct one, based on a delicate study of the initial value problem (1.7).
However, since equation (1.1) can be viewed as a Hamiltonian system a
different approach might be feasible. When #> 18 , the two critical points
corresponding to u=1 and u=&1 are of saddle-focus type and in [PTV]
it was shown that there exist two heteroclinic orbits connecting these
points. Thus, a result of Devaney [D] might by used to exhibit the
existence of chaotic solutions. This approach requires the verification of a
transversality condition. In the past such a verification has proved a non-
trivial achievement. If successful, this would yield a different class of chaotic
solutions. They would oscillate around u=+1 and u=&1, whilst those
constructed in this paper oscillate around u=0, the minima always lying
below the line u=&1 and the maxima, depending on _, above or below
u=+1. The shooting argument developed in this paper enabled us to
circumvent the necessity of verifying the transversality condition which is
central to the approach based on [D].
We conclude this paper with a short section on multiple hump periodic
solutions.
In this paper we do not touch upon the question of the stability of the
stationary solutions we show to exist. It is conjectured that for small values
of # the kinks are stable, as they are for the FisherKolmogorov equation.
For larger values of #, the question of stability of the different types of
stationary solutions is open.
2. Properties of Critical Points
The classification of the different solutions we shall construct will be
based on the location of the local maxima of the solution graphs. In this
section we shall establish some basic properties of the critical points of the
solutions u(x, :) of Problem (I) or (II). Thus we show that for every :>0
the graph of u(x, :) is oscillatory, that the zeros of u$(x, :) depend con-
tinuously on :, and that they are conserved in a certain sense. The analysis
in this section will be given for solutions of Problem (I), but the results
also hold for solutions of Problem (II).
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We begin with a result which implies that the zeros of u$ are all isolated.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that u$(x0)=0 at some x0 # R.
(a) If u"(x0)=0 then u(x0)=\1 and u$$$(x0){0;
(b) If u(x0)=\1 then u"(x0)=0 and u$$$(x0){0.
Proof. (a) By the energy identity (1.3), the conditions of the lemma
imply that u2(x0)=1 and so
u(x0)=1 or u(x0)=&1.
Suppose that u$$$(x0)=0. Then
u=\1, u$=0, u"=0 and u$$$=0 at x0 .
Since u#1 and u#&1 are solutions of equation (1.1), it follows by the
uniqueness of solutions that either u(x)=1 or u(x)=&1 for all x # R.
Neither of these solutions satisfies the initial condition u(0)=0, so that we
heave a contradiction.
The proof is analogous for case (b).
We shall refer to the zeros of u$ at which u"{0 as nondegenerate, and to
those where u"=0 as degenerate.
Corollary 2.2. The zeros of u$ are all isolated.
Next, fix :>0 and define
!1(:)=sup[x>0 : u$( } , :)>0 on [0, x)]. (2.1a)
For ease of notation we shall often omit the reference to :. It was shown
in [PT2, Lemma 2.1] that
!1< and u$(!1)=0.
We distinguish two cases:
(i) u"(!1)<0 and (ii) u"(!1)=0.
In Case (i) we have u$<0 in a right-neighbourhood of !1 and we can define
’1=sup[x>!1 : u$<0 on (!1 , x)]. (2.1b)
In Case (ii) we set ’1=!1 . Then we can prove
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Lemma 2.3. We have
’1< and u$(’1)=0.
Proof. The assertion is obvious in Case (ii). In Case (i) we have u$<0
on (!1 , ’1). Hence, we can define the inverse x(u) of u(x) on (!1 , ’1). Set
t=&u and z(t)=[u$(x(t)]2.
Then
z$(t)=&2u"(x) and - z(t) z"(t)=2$$$(x),
and the energy identity (1.3) yields for z:
zz"=
(z$)2
4
+
1
#
[z& f (t)] for t0<t<t1 , (2.2a)
z(t0)=0 and z>0 on (t0 , t1), (2.2b)
where
f (t)= 12 (t
2&1)2. (2.2c)
Here t0=&u(!1), t1=&u(’1) and so (t0 , t1) is the maximal interval on
which the solution of (2.2) exists. We have z>0 on (t0 , t1). In addition,
since u"<0 in a right-neighbourhood of !1 , it follows that z$>0 on
(t0 , t0+$) for some $>0.
We shall show that
(i) t1<, (ii) z(t1)=0 and (iii) ’1=x(t1)<. (2.3)
(i) Suppose, to the contrary, that t1=. Then z(t)>0 for all t>t0 .
We rewrite (2.2a) in the form
(z34)"=
3
4#
z& f
z54
, (2.4)
fix T0>max[t0 , 1] and write
$= 12 min[z(T0), f (T0)].
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Because we have chosen T0>1 it follows that $>0. We claim that
z(T1)=$ for some T1>T0 . If not, then (2.4) reduces to
(z34)"K for tT0 ,
where K= 34#
&1$&14. Integrating this equation twice we arrive at the upper
bound
z34(t)A(1+t)2 for tT0 ,
and some constant A>0. From this, and the fact that f (t)t 12 t4 as t  
we conclude that (2.4) reduces to
(z34)"&At23 for large t, (2.5)
for another constant A>0. Two integrations of (2.5) show that z(t)<$ for
large values of t, a contradiction of the assumption that z(t)>$ for all
tT0 . Thus, there exists a first T1>T0 for which z(T1)=$. The definitions
of $ and T1 imply, together with (2.4), that
z$(T1)0, z(T1)< f (T1), (z34)"(T1)<0.
Since f $>0 on (1, ) it follows that z& f<0, (z34)$<0 and (z34)"<0 on
(T1 , ), which implies that z vanishes at a finite value of t, contradicting
the assumption that t1=. Thus, t1<.
(ii) It follows from from (2.5) that z is bounded on [t0 , t1]. Since z
can only cease to exist when it becomes unbounded, or when it vanishes,
we must have z(t1)=0.
(iii) Since u is decreasing and bounded below on (!1 , ’1), it follows
that
lim
x  ’1
u(x) exists =def u(’1)
and u(’1) is approached from above. Suppose that ’1=. Then, it follows
from the differential equation that u(’1) # [&1, 0, 1] and u(i)(x)  0
(i=1, 2, 3). Because #> 18 , the linearization around u=+1 or u=&1
shows that u(x) cannot approach u=\1 monotonically, so that u(’1)=0.
This is impossible by the energy identity (1.3). Therefore we must conclude
that ’1<.
Remark. The proof of Lemma 2.3 shows that the graph of any solution
u(x, :) of Problem (I) or (II) has an infinite sequence of stationary points.
We can now define two important sequences of stationary points of
the graph of u: the sequence [!k]k=1 which consists of local maxima or
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inflection points, and the sequence [’k]k=1 , which consists of local minima
or inflection points. Thus, for k2 we set
!k={sup[x>’k&1 : u$>0 on (’k&1 , x)],’k&1
if u$>0 in (’k&1 , ’k&1+$1),
otherwise,
(2.6a)
where $1 is some small positive number. Similarly, we set
’k={sup[x>!k : u$<0 on (!k , x)],!k
if u$<0 in (!k , !k+$2),
otherwise,
(2.6b)
in which $2 is some small positive number.
The proof of Lemma 2.3 can readily be modified to show that these
sequences are well defined.
Plainly the zeros of u$ are interlaced according to
!k’k!k+1 , k1. (2.7)
Remark. In fact in (2.7) one of the inequalities must be strict. Suppose
that
!k=’k .
Then, because the zeros of u$ are isolated by Corollary 2.2, it follows from
(2.6b) that u$>0 in a right-neighbourhood of !k , so that u has an inflec-
tion point at !k , where u$$$>0. Hence, by (2.6a),
’k<!k+1.
On the other hand, if
’k=!k+1 ,
then by Corollary 2.2 and (2.6a), u$<0 in a right-neighbourhood of !k and
u has an inflection point at ’k , where u$$$<0. Therefore, by (2.6b),
!k<’k .
In particular, this implies that
!k<!k+1 and ’k<’k+1 for every k1. (2.8)
Since in the previous argument, : # R+ was arbitrary, we have shown
that for every k1 the functions !k(:) and ’k(:) are well defined for every
: # R+.
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Lemma 2.4. Let :0>0 and k1. Then the functions !k(:) and ’k(:) are
continuous at :0 .
Proof. From Lemma 5.8 in [PT2] we know that !1(:) is continuous at
:0 . Let us next turn to ’1(:). Plainly, if u"(’1 , :0){0, the continuity of
’1(:) at :0 follows from the Implicit Function Theorem. Thus, let us
assume that u"(’1 , :0)=0. We distinguish two cases
(i) u$$$(’1 , :0)>0 and (ii) u$$$(’1 , :0)<0.
The third possibility, u$$$(’1 , :0)=0, is excluded by Lemma 2.1.
Case (i). In this case ’1(:0)=!1(:0) =
def !0 . Let =>0 be so small that
u$$$(x, :0)>0 if |x&!0 |<=.
By the continuity of !1(:) at :0 , there exists a constant &1>0 such that
!0&=<!1(:)’1(:) if |:&:0 |<&1 .
Since u(x, :) depends continuously on : and !1(:) is continuous at :0 , it
follows that there exists a constant &2>0 such that
u(!1(:), :)<u(!0+=, :) if |:&:0 |<&2 .
Since u(’1 , :)u(!1 , :), this implies that
!0&=<’1(:)<!0+= if |:&:0 |<&,
where &=min[&1 , &2]. This proves the continuity of ’1 at :0 .
Case (ii). In this case !1(:0)<’1(:0) and u$( } , :0)<0 in a deleted
neighbourhood of ’1(:0). For convenience we write l=’1(:0)&!1(:0).
Since we assume that u"(’1 , :0)=0, we must have u(’1 , :0)=\1. We
shall assume that u(’1 , :0)=&1; when u(’1 , :0)=+1, the arguments are
identical.
Fix = # (0, l ) small enough. Since u$$$(’0 , :0)<0, where ’0=’1(:0), there
exists a constant $>0 such that
u(’0&=, :0)>&1+2$ and u(’0+=, :0)<&1&2$. (2.9)
We wish to prove that there exists a constant &>0 such that u$( } , :)
has a zero ’1(:) # (’0&=, ’0+=) when |:&:0 |<&. By the continuous
dependence of solutions on initial data it follows from (2.9) that there
exists a constant &1>0 such that
u(’0&=, :)>&1+$ and u(’0+=, :)<&1&$ if |:&:0 |<&1 . (2.10)
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Moreover, because !1(:0)<’1(:0)&= and !1(:) is continuous, we can
choose &1 so small that in addition
!1(:)<’0&= and u$( } , :)<0 on (!1(:), ’0&=] if |:&:0 |<&1
(2.11)
and so
’1(:)>’0&= if |:&:0 |<&1 . (2.12)
To show that ’1(:)<’0+= for & sufficiently small it is enough to prove
that
{(:)  {(:0)=1 as :  :0 , (2.13)
where {(:)=&u(’1(:), :). This limit implies that there exists a &2>0 such
that
{(:)<1+$ if |:&:0 |<&2 . (2.14)
Because u$<0 on [’0&=, ’1) this means, in view of (2.10), that
’1(:)<’0+= if |:&:0 |<&, (2.15)
where &=min[&1 , &2]. From (2.12) and (2.15) we conclude that ’1(:) is
continuous at :0 .
To prove (2.13) we utilize the monotonicity of u on (!1 , ’1) and adopt
&u as the independent variable. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.3,
we set
t=&u and z(t)=[u$(x(t))]2, 1&d<t<1,
for some small d>0. We then find that z satisfies (2.2ac).
Let z0(t)=z(t, :0) correspond to u(x, :0). Then
- z0(t) z"0(t)  &2u$$$(’1 , :0)=A>0 as tZ1.
It is readily shown that this implies that the function y0(t)=z340 (t) has the
properties
y0(t)
t&1
 B and y$0(t)  &B as tZ1, (2.16)
where B= 32 - A.
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Since f (t)0 for all t0, it follows from (2.4) that the function
y(t)=z34(t) satisfies the inequality
y"
3
4#
y&13. (2.17)
Fix \ # (0, 1). Then #0(1&\)>0 and it follows from the continuous
dependence of u( } , :) on : that there exists a constant %1>0 such that
{(:)>1&\ when |:&:0 |<%1 . Since \ may be chosen as small as we wish,
we conclude that
lim inf
:  a0
{(:)1. (2.18a)
It remains to prove that
lim sup
:  a0
{(:)1. (2.18b)
Fix =>0 and t0 # (0, 1). By (2.16), it is possible to choose t0 so close to
1 that
y$0(t0)&
- 3
2
B and y0(t0)
B
8
=.
By continuity we can find a constant %2>0 so small that if |:&:0 |<%2 ,
then
y$(t0)&
B
2
and 0< y(t0)
B
4
=. (2.19)
Thus, in a neighbourhood of t0 we have y$<0, so that when we multiply
(2.17) by 2y$ we obtain
( y$2)$
9
4#
( y23)$
for t>t0 as long as y>0 and y$<0. This yields upon integration over
(t0 , t),
y$2(t) y$2(t0)+
9
4#
[ y23(t)&y23(t0)]
 y$2(t0)&
9
4#
y23(t0)

B2
4
&
9
4# \
B=
4 +
23
>
B2
16
,
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if we choose =<=0= 12 (#3)
32 B2. Therefore
y$(t)<&
B
4
for t0t{.
Thus, when 0<=<=0 , integration over (t0 , {) yields
{t0+
4
B
y(t0)<t0+=<1+=,
where we have used (2.19). Since = can be chosen arbitrary small, it follows
that (2.18b) must hold, and the continuity of ’1(:) at :0 is proved.
We can continue this process, proving successively the continuity of
!2(:), ’2(:), !3(:), and so establish, after a finite number of steps, the
continuity of !k(:) and ’k(:) for any k1. This completes the proof of the
Lemma.
Remark. As : increases, the critical points !k(:) and ’l (:) will change
continuously and may meet when u reaches u=1 or u=&1. We see from
the proof of Lemma 2.4 that if : increases further these critical points
separate out again and continue to exist. Thus, as critical points reach the
levels u=\1, they are never annihilated. This property will prove crucial
in the analysis of the solution graphs of the stationary EFK equation.
3. Oscillation Properties
In this section we shall be concerned with oscillation properties of solu-
tions of equation (1.1). We first give conditions for solutions to oscillate
with amplitude greater than - 2, and then we state the basic Lemma X
and Lemma Y which are used in the proof of the Induction Lemma
(Lemma 4.1).
Lemma 3.1. Let #>0, and let u be a solution of equation (1.1) such that
E (u)=0. If there exists a point a # R such that
u(a)=1, u$(a)0, u"(a)&
1
- 2#
, u$$$(a)0, (3.1)
then there exists a point b>a such that
u$<0 on (a, b)
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and
u(b)<&- 2, u$(b)=0, u"(b)>
1
- 2#
, u$$$(b)>0. (3.2)
Proof. Substitution of (3.1) into (1.1) shows that uiv(a)<0 and so
u$$$<0 in a right-neighbourhood of x=a. We assert that
u$$$<0 as long as &1u<1. (3.3)
To see this, suppose to the contrary that u$$$ has a first zero at y>a, and
that u&1 on [a, y]. Then, since the energy identity (1.3) holds, we must
have
#(u")2 12 (1&u
2)2 12 at x= y,
and therefore
u"( y) &
1
- 2#
. (3.4)
However, since u$$$<0 on (a, y), it follows from (3.1) that we should have
u"( y)<&
1
- 2#
,
which contradicts (3.4). Therefore the assertion (3.3) holds and so u$$$<0,
u"<&1- 2#; and u$<0 as long as u&1. This means that
x1=sup[x>a : u>&1 on [a, x)]<.
Thus,
u$<0, u"<&
1
- 2#
, u$$$<0 on (a, x1]. (3.5)
In fact we can improve on (3.5) and obtain a negative upper bound for u$
at x1 :
u$(x1)<&\2#+
14
.
For suppose to the contrary that u$(x1)&(2#)14. Then, because u"<0
on [a, x1], we have
u$(x)>&\2#+
14
for ax<x1 .
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This yields upon integration over (a, x)
u(x)>1&\2#+
14
(x&a) for axx1
and hence
x1&a>234#14.
On the other hand, if we integrate u" over (a, x1), and use (3.5), we find
that
u$(x1)<&
1
- 2#
(x1&a).
This, together with the lower bound for x1&a, yields
u$(x1)<&\2#+
14
,
which contradicts our assumption. Thus we have
u(x1)=&1, u$(x1)<&\2#+
14
, u"(x1)<&
1
- 2#
, u$$$(x1)<0.
(3.6)
Next, define
x2=sup[x>x1 : u"<0 on [x1 , x)].
As in [PT2], one can show that x2<.
We assert that u(x2)<&- 2. Suppose, to the contrary that
u(x2)&- 2. (3.7)
Then, because u"<0 and hence u$<0 on [x1 , x2), it follows that u &- 2
on [x1 , x2), and so
#uiv=u"+u(1&u2)<- 2.
Two integrations over (x1 , x) yield
u"(x)<&
1
- 2#
+
1
# - 2
(x&x1)2,
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so that u"<0 on [x1 , x1+#14]. Hence, x2>x1+#14 and, after two
further integrations we find that
u(x2)<u(x1+#14)<&1&2&14<&- 2. (3.8)
This contradicts our assumption (3.7), which therefore must be false.
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.
Theorem 3.2. Let #>0 and let u be an odd solution of equation (1.1)
such that E (u)=0. If there exists an a # R+ such that
|u(a)|- 2, (3.9)
then
|u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (a, |),
where [a, |) is the maximal interval on which u exists.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that u(a)- 2 and
u$(a)=0. Hence, by the energy identity, u"(a)&1- 2#. We distinguish
two cases: (i) u$$$(a)0 and (ii) u$$$(a)>0.
Case (i). Because u"<0 and u>1 at x=a, it follows that
#uiv=u"+u&u3<0
in a neighbourhood of x=a. Moreover, we assume in this case that
u$$$(a)0. Therefore, for x>a,
u$$$<0, u"<0 and u$<0 as long as u>1.
It follows that there exists a point x0>a where u first reaches 1. Plainly,
u$(x0)<0 and because u$$$<0 on (a, x0) it follows that u"(x0)<&1- 2#.
Thus, the conditions of Lemma 3.1 apply at x0 and we conclude that at the
next zero of u$,
‘1=sup[x>0: u$<0 on (a, x)],
we have
u(‘1)<&- 2, u$(‘1)=0, u"(‘1)>
1
- 2#
and u$$$(‘1)>0. (3.10)
We can now repeat the previous argument to obtain the next point x1>‘1
where u(x1)=&1 and the conditions of Lemma 3.1 apply to the function
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&u(x). A second application of Lemma 3.1 shows that at the next zero
‘2>‘1 of u$ we have
u(‘2)>- 2, u$(‘2)=0, u"(‘2)<&
1
- 2#
and u$$$(‘2)<0. (3.11)
We can continue this process indefinitely and so complete the proof of this
case.
Case (ii). We now set t=a&x and v(t)=u(x). Then we have
v(0)- 2, v$(0)=0, v"(0) &
1
- 2#
, v$$$(0)<0.
Hence, we are back in Case (i) and it follows that |v|>- 2 at every zero
of v$ on (0, |+a), or
|u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (&|, a).
Since u(&x)=&u(x) it follows that |u|>- 2 at every zero of u$ on
(&|, |), and certainly on (a, |).
For future reference we also state Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 for
solutions of the scaled equation
uiv==u"+u&u3, ==#&14, (1.7a)
derived in the Introduction.
Lemma 3.1a. Let =0, and let u be a solution of equation (1.7a) such
that E (u)=0. If there exists a point a # R such that
u(a)=1, u$(a)0, u"(a)&
1
- 2
, u$$$(a)0, (3.1a)
then there exists a point b>a such that
u$<0 on (a, b)
and
u(b)<&- 2, u$(b)=0, u"(b)>
1
- 2
, u$$$(b)>0. (3.2a)
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For equation (1.7a), Theorem B now becomes
Theorem 3.2a. Let =0 and let u be an odd solution of equation (1.7a)
such that E (u)=0. If there exists an a # R+ such that
|u(a)|- 2, (3.9a)
then
|u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
The proofs of Lemma 3.1a and Theorem 3.2a are identical to the proofs
of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 and we shall omit them.
In addition to these general oscillation results, we need two specific
technical lemmas, Lemma X and Lemma Y, to carry out the induction pro-
cess. Whereas the previous results hold for all values of # # R+, Lemma X
only holds for large values of #, and also for solutions of the equation
uiv=u&u3,
which, as was explained in the Introduction, can be viewed as the limit case
#=.
The first Lemma states that if the origin is a degenerate critical point,
and u(0)=1, then if the solution comes up from u=0 on the left of the
origin, it must dip below u=&1 to the right and oscillate indefinitely with
amplitude greater than 1.
Lemma X. There exists a constant #0>0 such that if #>#0 and u is
solution of equation (1.1) which at a point a # R has the properties
(a) u(a)=1, u$(a)=0, u"(a)=0,
(b) there exists a point x0<a such that
u$>0 on (x0 , a) and u(x0)=0,
then
|u|>1 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
The second lemma states that if u$ and u vanish simultaneously at a
point a # R+, then the solution oscillates indefinitely, with amplitude
greater than - 2, to the right of a.
Lemma Y. Let u be an odd solution of equation (1.1) such that E (u)=0,
and suppose that at a point a # R+ it has the properties,
u(a)=0, u$(a)=0 and u"(a)>0.
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Then
u$$$(a)>0 and |u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
These lemmas will be proved in Sections 6 and 7.
4. The Induction Process
In this section we show how, given any symbol sequence _, we can
construct a stationary solution of the EFK-equation corresponding to that
sequence. This construction is carried out by an induction process, in
which we shall prove that a certain Property R which allows us to decide
for each k1 whether
u(!i)>1 or u(!i)<1,
is valid for i=k+1 when it is valid for i=k, provided that # is so large
that Lemma X holds.
Property R. An interval [e, f ]/(0, ) is said to have Property R for
an integer i1 if one of the following two sets of conditions hold:
(1a)
(2a)
(3a)
(4a)
u(’i (:))<&1 \: # [e, f )
u(’i ( f ))=u(!i+1( f ))=&1
u(’i+ j (e))<&1 \j1; u(!i+ j (e))>1 \j1
u(’i+ j ( f ))<&1 \j1; u(!i+ j ( f ))>1 \j2
or
(1b)
(2b)
(3b)
(4b)
u(’i (:))<&1 \: # (e, f ]
u(’i (e))=u(!i+1(e))=&1
u(’i+ j (e))<&1 \j1; u(!i+ j (e))>1 \j2
u(’i+ j ( f ))<&1 \j1; u(!i+ j ( f ))>1 \j1.
We say that an interval [e, f ] has Property Ra if it satisfies (1a)(4a),
and Property Rb if it satisfies (1b)(4b).
We prove the following Induction Lemma:
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that #>#0 , where #0 has been defined in Lemma X.
Assume that the interval [e, f ] has Property R for some i=k. Then there
exist disjoint subintervals [a, b] and [c, d] of [e, f ] such that
(i) u(!k+1)>1 on [a, b]
0u(!k+1)<1 on [c, d].
(ii) [a, b] and [c, d] both possess Property R for i=k+1.
(iii) If [a, b] satisfies (1a)(4a) for i=k+1, then [c, d] satisfies
(1b)(4b) for i=k+1 and vice versa.
Proof. Suppose that [e, f ] has Property Ra for i=k.
We first construct an interval [a, b] on which (1a)(4a) hold for
i=k+1. We set a=e and
b=sup[:0>e : u(’k+1)<&1 on [e, :0]].
By (3a), u(’k+1(e))<&1, so that b is well defined.
We assert that b # (e, f ). To see this, we recall that
u(!k+1(e))>1 and u(!k+1( f ))=&1.
Hence, since u(!k+1(:)) is continuous on [e, f ], we have (see Fig. 2)
b =sup[:0>e : u(!k+1)>1 on [e, :0]]< f and u(!k+1(b ))=1.
Our goal is to show that b<b . For this we need the following result:
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that
u(!k+1(:))=1
for some : # (e, f ). Then
u(’k+1(:))=1.
Proof of the Proposition. At !k+1(:) we have
u=1, u$=0, u"=0, u$$${0.
If u$$$<0, then u$<0 in a left neighbourhood of !k+1 and so u$<0 on
(!k , !k+1). Therefore ’k=!k+1 and so
u(’k(:))=1.
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However, since (e, f ) has Property R for i=k, we know from condition
(1a) or (1b) that u(’k)<&1 on (e, f ), so that we have a contradiction.
Therefore, we must conclude that u$$$>0, so that
’k+1(:)=!k+1(:),
and hence
u(’k+1(:))=1,
as asserted.
It follows from Proposition 4.2 that
u(’k+1(b ))=1.
Hence, the continuity of u(’k+1) implies that b<b < f, which proves that
indeed, b # (e, f ).
Invoking continuity again, as well as the definition of b, we conclude
that
u(’k+1)<&1 on [a, b) and u(’k+1(b))=&1,
so that (1a) is satisfied for i=k+1 (see Fig. 2).
Next, because b<b , it follows from the definition of b that
u(!k+1(b))>1>&1=u(’k+1(b)),
which implies that
u$$$(’k+1(b))<0.
Therefore
!k+2(b)=’k+1(b) and u(!k+2(b))=u(’k+1(b))=&1.
We conclude that (2a) holds for i=k+1 and that Lemma X applies at
:=b. Thus
u(’(k+1)+ j (b))<&1 for j1 and u(!(k+1)+ j (b))>1 for j2,
so that (4a) is satisfied for i=k+1.
Finally, because [e, f ] has Property Ra for i=k, condition (3a) is
satisfied for i=k+1 as well.
Summarising, we find that the interval [a, b] has Property Ra for
i=k+1 (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The solid black curve above u=1 denotes u(!k+1) and the solid black curve below
u=1 denotes u(’k+1).
We next construct a subinterval [c, d] which has Property Rb for
i=k+1. Because [e, f ] has Property Ra for i=k, we have u(!k+1(e))>1
and u(!k+1( f ))=&1, and it follows by continuity that there exist points
c^ and d in (e, f ) such that
u(!k+1(c^))=1, u(!k+1(d ))=0 and 0<u(!k+1(:))<1 for c^<:<d.
From Proposition 4.2, we know that
u(’k+1(c^))=1
and by Lemma Y, we have
u(’k+1(d ))<&1.
Therefore, continuity implies that
c=inf[:0<d : u(’k+1)<&1 on [:0 , d]]>c^ and u(’k+1(c))=&1.
We assert that the interval [c, d] has Property Rb for i=k+1.
In view of the definition of c,
u(’k+1)<&1 on (c, d],
so that (1b) is satisfied for i=k+1.
At :=c we have
u(!k+1(c))>0>&1=u(’k+1(c))
and hence
u$$$(’k+1(c))<0.
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Therefore
!k+2(c)=’k+1(c) and u(!k+2(c))=u(’k+1(c))=&1.
It follows that (2b) is satisfied for i=k+1. We also deduce that Lemma X
applies at :=c so that
u(’(k+1)+ j (c))<&1 for j1 and u(! (k+1)+ j (c))>1 for j2.
At :=d, we apply Lemma Y to show that
u(’(k+1)+ j (d ))<&1 for j0 and u(!(k+1)+ j (d ))>1 for j1.
and so condition (4b) is also satisfied.
If [e, f ] has Property Rb for i=k, then an entirely analogous argument
can be used to show that there are subintervals [a, b] and [c, d] of [e, f ]
which have Properties Ra and Rb for i=k+1.
5. Proof of Theorem A
In order to prove Theorem A, we let _=(_1 , _2 , ...) be an arbitrarily
chosen sequence of 0’s and 1’s, and corresponding to this sequence we need
to show that there exists an : >0 such that the solution u( } , : ) with initial
slope : has the properties
|u(x, : )|<- 2 for all x # R (5.1a)
and
u(!i (: ), : )>1 if _i=1
0u(!i (: ), : )<1 if _i=0= for every i1. (5.1b)
To prove the existence of such a solution we make use of a topological
shooting argument based on Lemma 4.1. That is, we show by induction
that there exists a nested sequence of closed subintervals [Ik]k=1 of R
+,
with Ik+1 /Ik for all k1, such that for any k1 we have that if : # Ik ,
then
u(!i (:), :)>1 if _i=1
0u(!i (:), :)<1 if _i=0= for every ik. (5.2)
Because the sets Ik are all closed, nonempty and nested, their intersection
I=k=1 [Ik] is nonempty. If : # I, then because : # Ik for every k1,
property (5.2) holds for :=: and for every k1. However, the resulting
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solution need not exist on all of R+. By choosing a particular : # I, we can
ensure that the corresponding solution u( } , : ) does exist on R+ and, after
reflection, is uniformly bounded on R.
Unless stated otherwise, we shall assume throughout this section that
#>#0 , where #0 has been defined in Lemma X.
Before we can use Lemma 4.1, we need to construct the sets I1 and I2
with which we shall start the induction process. This will be done in the
next series of Lemmas. We need to distinguish between the cases
(i) _1=1 and (ii) _1=0.
Case (i) _1=1. In the first two Lemmas we discuss what happens
when : is large and when : is small.
Lemma 5.1. Let #> 18 and :>4. Then there exists an x0 # (0, 1) such
that
u(x0)>- 2 and u$>0, u">0 on [0, x0].
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that u(x)- 2 for all x # [0, 1] as
long as u">0. We note that
;(:)>
16& 12
8#
if :>4. (5.3)
Hence, u$$$(0)>0 and we can define
y=sup[x>0 : u$$$>0 on [0, x)].
We claim that y>1. Plainly, since u">0 on (0, y) we have,
#uiv(x)>&- 2 for xmin[ y, 1]
and one integration shows, in view of (5.3), that
#u$$$(x)>
16& 12
8
&- 2 x for xmin[ y, 1]. (5.4)
Since the right hand side of (5.4) is positive for all x # [0, 1] it follows that
y>1. Thus, u">0 and u$>0 on (0, 1] and so
u(x)>:x for x # (0, 1],
which implies that u(1)>4, a contradiction. Thus there exists an x0 # (0, 1)
such that u(x0)>- 2 and u">0 on [0, x0).
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Lemma 5.2. Let #> 18 and :<1(16#). Then there exists an x0 # (0, 1)
such that
u(x0)<1, u$(x0)=0, u"(x0)<0 and u$>0 on [0, x0).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that u$>0 on [0, 1]. Since :< 12 we
have
u$$$(0)<&
1
8#:
.
Therefore u$$$<0 in a neighbourhood of the origin. Define
y=sup[x>0 : u$$$<0 on [0, x)].
We claim that y>1. On (0, y) we have u"<0 and hence u(x)<:x, so that
uiv(x)<
:
#
x for 0<x<y.
After one integration this leads to,
u$$$(x)<&
1
8#:
+
:
2#
x2 for 0<x< y.
Thus, remembering that :< 12, we conclude from this bound that u$$$<0 on
[0, 1], so that y>1, as asserted.
After two further integrations we find that
u"(x)<&
1
8#:
x+
:
6#
x3, (5.5a)
u$(x)<:&
1
16#:
x2+
:
24#
x4. (5.5b)
We see that u"<0 and u(x)<:x< 12 on (0, 1). Moreover u$(1)<0, a con-
tradiction. Thus, if x0 is the first zero of u$ it satisfies all the requirements
of the lemma.
We are now ready to define the first interval we shall need. Let
:0=inf[:>0 : u(!1(:), :)>1 on (:, )]. (5.6)
By Lemma 5.1, the set in (5.6) is nonempty and by Lemma 5.2 it is bounded
below. From the continuity of !1(:) on R+ and hence of u(!1(:), :) it
follows that
u(!1(:0), :0)=1, u"(!1(:0), :0)=0, u$$$(!1(:0), :0)>0, (5.7a)
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where we have used Lemma 2.1 and the fact that u$>0 on [0, !1). Thus we
have
’1(:0)=!1(:0) (5.7b)
and Lemma X applies at :=:0 .
Next, let
:1=sup[:>:0 : u(’1(:), :)>&1 on [:0 , :)]. (5.8)
Since u(’1(:0), :0)=1>&1, the set in (5.8) is nonempty. It is bounded
above, and in fact :14 by the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let #>0. If :>4, then u(’1(:), :)<&- 2.
Proof. Fix :>4. Then by Lemma 5.1 there exists a point x0 # (0, 1)
where u(x0)>- 2 and the assertion follows from Theorem 3.2.
Remark. At :1 we have
u(’1(:1), :1)=&1, u"(’1(:1), :1)=0, u$$$(’1(:1), :1)<0, (5.9a)
’1(:1)=!2(:1). (5.9b)
We shall now construct two subintervals, J1 and J2 of [:0 , :1], where J1
will have Property Ra and J2 Property Rb, each for i=2.
Construction of J1 . It follows from (5.7a) that u(!2(:0), :0)>1, and
from (5.9) that u(!2(:1), :1)=&1. Let
:2=sup[:>:0 : u(!2)>1 on [:0 , :)].
By continuity, :2 # (:0 , :1).
Lemma 5.4. If u(!k(:*), :*)=1 for some :*>0 and k1, then
u(’k(:*), :*)>0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we can distinguish two cases: (i) u$$$(!k)>0 and
(ii) u$$$(!k)<0.
(i) In this case u$>0 in a right-neighbourhood of !k and so, by
(2.6b), !k=’k . This means that u(’k)=1>0.
(ii) Since now u$<0 in a left-neighbourhood of !k , it follows from
(2.6a) that !k=’k&1.
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We introduce the new variable t=!k&x and set v(t)=u(x). Then
v(0)=1, v$(0)=0, v"(0)=0, v$$$(0)>0.
Moreover, if u(’k)0, then there exists a t0<0 such that
v(t0)=0 and v$>0 on (t0 , 0).
This means by Lemma X that
|v|>1 if v$=0 on R+. (5.10)
However, since u(x) is odd, we know that
u$(&!k)=0 and u(&!k)=&1,
and so
v$(2!k)=0 and v(2!k)=&1.
This contradicts (5.10), so that we must conclude that u(’k)>0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4.
It follows from Lemma X that u(’2(:0), :0)<&1. Thus, we conclude
from Lemma 5.4 and the continuity of ’2 , that
:3=sup[:>:0 : u(’2)<&1 on (:0 , :)]<:2 .
We now take J1=[:0 , :3]. Observe that
u(’2(:), :)<&1 for all : # [:0 , :3)
and, because
u(!2(:3), :3)>1>&1=u(’2(:3), :3),
it follows that
’2(:3)=!3(:3) and u(’2(:3), :3)=u(!3(:3), :3)=&1.
This means that Properties (1a) and (2a) are satisfied for i=2 and that the
conditions for Lemma X hold at :3 as well. Properties (3a) and (4a) now
follow at once from Lemma X applied at the end points of J1 .
Construction of J2 . We deduce from (5.9a,b) that
u(!2(:1), :1)=&1.
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Let (:4 , :1] be the maximal interval on which u(!2)<1:
:4=inf[:<:1 : u(!2)<1 on (:, :1]].
Then, since u(!2(:0), :0)>1, it follows from the continuity of u(!2(:), :)
that :4 # (:0 , :1) and
u(!2(:4), :4)=1.
From Lemma 5.4 we know that
u(’2(:4), :4)>0
and at :=:1 we have
u(’2(:1), :1)<&1.
Thus we can define
:5=inf[:<:1 : u(’2)<&1 on (:, :1]].
Lemma 5.5. We have
u(!2(:5), :5)>0. (5.11)
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that we have at :5 :
&1<u(’1)<u(!2)0
Then
u"(’1)>0 and u"(!2)<0,
so that there exists a zero y of u" on (’1 , !2), where u$$$( y)0 and u"<0
on ( y, !2). Then, by (1.1),
uiv<0, u$$$<0, u"<0 as long as u&1,
so that u(’2)<&1, a contradiction.
Lemma 5.5 enables us to define the point
:6=sup[:>:5 : u(!2)>0 on [:5 , :)].
We now take J2=[:5 , :6]. Observe that
u(’2(:), :)<&1 for all : # (:5 , :6]
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so that (1b) holds for i=2. Because
u(!2(:5), :5)>0>&1=u(’2(:5), :5),
it follows that
’2(:5)=!3(:5) and u(’2(:5), :5)=u(!3(:5), :5)=&1,
and that Lemma X applies at :5 . Hence (2b) and (3b) hold for i=2.
Finally, at :=:6 we have
u=0, u$=0 and u"<0.
Therefore, we can apply Lemma Y to &u and conclude that (4b) holds for
i=2.
Case (ii) _1=0.
Set
:0=sup[:>0 : u(!1(:), :)<1 on (0, :)], (5.12a)
:1=inf[:<:0 : u(’1(:), :)>&1 on (:, :0]]. (5.12b)
By Lemma 5.2, the set in (5.12a) is nonempty, and by Lemma 5.1 it is
bounded above by :=4. Since u$$$(!1(:0), :0)>0 it follows that
!1(:0)=’1(:0).
Thus, the set in (5.12b) is also nonempty; in the next lemma we shall show
that it is bounded below by a positive number, that is :1>0.
Lemma 5.6. For each #>0, there exists an :^ # (0, :0) such that if :<:^,
then u(’1(:), :)<&- 2.
Proof. Suppose that for small : # (0, :0), we have u(x)>&- 2 on
(0, inf[1, ’1]). If we choose :<1- 2, then u$$$(0)=;(:)<0 and we can
define
y=sup[x>0 : u$$$<0 on [0, x)].
Then, on (0, y) we have u"<0 and so we deduce from (1.1) that
#uiv<- 2 on (0, y),
as long as y1. Hence, when we integrate over (0, x), we obtain
#u$$$(x)<#;(:)+x - 2 for 0<x y.
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Plainly, y>1 if we choose : so small that
;(:)<&
- 2
#
or :<
1
- 2
(- 5&2).
Thus, we now have u$$$<0 on [0, 1] and so, after successive integrations,
we obtain in succession
u"(x)<;(:)x+
1
# - 2
x2,
u$(x)<:+
1
2
;(:) x2+
1
3# - 2
x3,
u(x)<:x+
1
6
;(:) x3+
1
12# - 2
x4.
Since ;(:)  & as :  0, it follows that there exists an :^>0 such that
u<1 and u"<0 on (0, 1], and u(1)<&- 2 when :<:^, a contradiction.
Thus, if 0<:<:^, there exists an x0 # (0, 1) such that u(x0)=&- 2 and
u$(x0)<0, and so u(’1(:), :)<&- 2.
Corollary. We have :1>:^>0.
Thus, the construction of the interval [:1, :0] guarantees that
0<u(!1(:), :)<1 for :1:<:0 (5.13a)
&1<u(’1(:), :)<1 for :1<::0 (5.13b)
since u(’1(:), :)u(!1(:), :), and
u(!1(:0), :0)=u(’1(:0), :0)=1 (5.14a)
u(!2(:1), :1)=u(’1(:1), :1)=&1, (5.14b)
because u(!1(:1), :1)>0>&1=u(’1(:1), :1).
Remark. Lemma X applies at both end points :1 and :0 of the interval
[:1, :0].
We are now ready to construct the two subintervals, J1 and J2 of
[:1, :0]; one of these, denoted by J1 , will have Property Rb and the other,
J2 , will have Property Ra, each for i=2.
Construction of J2 . This construction will be similar to the construc-
tion of J1 in the case _1=1.
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Define
:2=inf[:<:0 : u(!2(:), :)>1 on (:, :0]]. (5.15)
Because u$$$(!1)>0 at :0, we have u(!2(:0), :0)>1 and so the set in (5.15)
is well defined. Since u(!2(:1), :1)=&1 by (5.14b), it follows that
:2 # (:1, :0).
At :2 we have, by the definition of :2 and by (5.13b), that
u(!2(:2), :2)=1 and u(’1(:2), :2)<1.
Hence u$$$(!2(:2), :2)>0 and so !2(:2)=’2(:2). Since u(’2(:0), :0)<&1
by Lemma X, it follows that
:3=inf[:<:0 : u(’2(:), :)<&1 on (:, :0]] # (:2 , :0).
We take J2=[:3, :0]. Then
u(’2(:), :)<&1 for :3<::0
and, because u(!2(:3), :3)>1>&1=u(’2(:3), :3),
u(’2(:3), :3)= y(!3(:3), :3).
This establishes the conditions (1b) and (2b) of Property Rb for i=2. The
remaining conditions, (3b) and (4b) follow at once from Lemma X, which
also applies at :=:3 .
Construction of J1 . As in the construction of J2 in the previous case,
we define the points
:4=sup[:>:1 : u(!2(:), :)<1 on [:1, :)], (5.16a)
:5=sup[:>:1 : u(’2(:), :)<&1 on [:1, :)], (5.16b)
Because
u(!2(:1), :1)=&1 and u(!2(:0), :0)>1,
we have :4 # (:1, :0), and because Lemma 5.4 gives
u(’2(:1), :1)<&1 and u(’2(:4), :4)>0,
we have :5 # (:1, :4). As in Lemma 5.5, we find that
u(!2(:5), :5)>0
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and so we can define the point
:6=inf[:<:5 : u(!2(:), :)>0 on (:, :5]].
Plainly, :6 # (:1, :5).
We take J1=[:6, :5]. As in the previous case we can check that this
interval has Property Ra for i=2.
We now proceed to the inductive construction of the sets Ik . Again, we
consider the cases _1=1 and _1=0 separately.
Case (i) _1=1. A natural choice for I1 would be [:0 , :1]. However,
because u(!1(:0), :0)=1, we cannot define _1 at :=:0 . To remedy this we
define instead
I1=[:0+=, :1],
where = # (0, :3) is a small number, and we redefine J1 to be J1=
[:0+=, :3]. Recall that Lemma X holds at :=:0. In the proof of this
lemma we will see that by the continuous dependence of solutions on :, it
is possible to choose =>0 so small that at :0+= Property (3a) still holds
for i=2.
Case (ii) _1=0. For the same reason as we had to exclude the point
:0 in Case (i) we now have to exclude the point :0, and so we define
I1=[:1, :0&=],
and we redefine J2 to be J2=[:3, :0&=].
Having defined the set I1 in both cases: _1=1 and _1=0, we are now
ready to start the induction process. We proceed as follows:
v if _2=1 we choose I2=J1 and
v if _2=0 we choose I2=J2 .
In this manner the interval I2 has been chosen, so that it has Property R.
Therefore we can now use Lemma 4.1 to continue the induction process for
k=3, 4, ... and so construct the nested sequence [Ik]k=1 .
Because the intervals Ik are all closed, their intersection I is nonempty.
In the following lemma we shall show that I contains an element : such
that u(x, : ) is bounded on R.
Lemma 5.7. There exists an : # I such that
|u(x, : )|<- 2 for all x # R.
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Proof. We consider two cases: (i) The sequence _ has an infinite
number of zeros, and (ii) the sequence _ has a finite number of zeros.
Case (i). Suppose that |u(x)|- 2 at some x>0. Then by
Theorem 3.2, |u|>- 2 at all critical points on (x0 , ), so that there exists
an N1 such that _k=1 for kN, a contradiction.
If |u(x)|- 2 for some x0<0, then by setting t=&x we can apply
Theorem 3.2 again to establish a contradiction.
Case (ii). Let _k=1 for kn for some n1. There are two cases to be
considered: (a) I consists of a single point : , and (b) I is an interval:
I=[A, B]
(a) I=[:]. Again, if |u|=- 2 at some first x0>0, we may assume
without loss of generality that
u(x0)=- 2 and u$(x0)0.
Therefore, there exists an N>n such that
u(!k(: ), : )>- 2 for kN.
Continuity of solutions with respect to : implies that
u(!N(:), :)>- 2 if |:&: |<&
for some &>0, Thus, if |:&: |<&, then
u(!k(:), :)>- 2 for all kN. (5.17)
Since the sets Ik shrink to the single point : , there exists an MN such
that IM=[a, b]/[: &&, : +&]. By the construction of the sets Ik , we
have
either u(!M(a), a)=&1 or u(!M(b), b)=&1.
Because a, b # [: &&, : +&] this contradicts (5.17).
(b) Suppose that I=[A, B]. Plainly, from the construction of the sets Ik
we can conclude that A>0 and B<. By assumption, A<B. In view of
Part (i) of the proof, we may assume that _k=1 for kn, for some n1.
The sets Ik=[ak , bk] then have Property Ra for kn and
u(!k(b), b)=&1 for all kn+1. (5.18)
We also observe that the sequence [bk] is nonincreasing and bounded
below. Hence it tends to a limit, which must be B:
lim
k  
bk=B.
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Choose : =B. If, for some M1,
u(!M(: ), : )>- 2,
it follows by continuity that
u(!M(:), :)>- 2 if |:&: |<&*,
where &* a small positive number. This implies that
u(!k(:), :)>- 2 for all kM (5.19)
when |:&: |<&*. Since bk  : as k  , there exists a k*>M such that
|bk*&: |<&*, so that (5.19) implies that
u(!k(bk*), bk*)>- 2.
This contradicts (5.18) and so proves that |u(x, : )|<- 2 for all x # R.
6. Lemma X
In this section we prove the first of two properties of solutions of the
equation
#uiv=u"+u&u3 (1.1)
which played an important role in the proof of the Induction Lemma in
Section 4.
Lemma X. There exists a constant #0>0 such that if #>#0 and u is
solution of equation (1.1) which at a point a # R has the properties
(a) u(a)=1, u$(a)=0, u"(a)=0,
(b) there exists a point x0<a such that
u$>0 on (x0 , a) and u(x0)=0,
then
|u|>1 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
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Before proving Lemma X for the full equation (1.1) we establish an
analogous lemma for the limiting equation
uiv=u&u3 (1.9)
obtained from (1.1) after scaling the independent variable, according to
(1.6), and letting #  .
Thus, we first prove the following result.
Lemma X*. Let u be a solution of equation (1.9) and suppose that at a
point a # R it has the two properties
(a) u(a)=1, u$(a)=0, u"(a)=0,
(b) there exists a point x0<a such that
u$>0 on (x0 , a) and u(x0)=0.
Then
|u|>1 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
From Lemma X* we deduce Lemma X by a continuity argument.
In the proof of Lemma X* we set a=0. Since the equation is
autonomous, this involves no loss of generality. The proof is made up of
two parts. First, we show that the existence of a zero x0 of u on (&, 0)
such that u$>0 on (x0 , 0), ensures a lower bound for u$$$(0). This is done
in Lemma 6.1. Then we show that any solution, for which u$$$(0) exceeds
this lower bound, must oscillate indefinitely so that |u|>1 whenever u$=0.
Thus, we first shoot backward and show that if |u$$$(0)| is small enough,
then the graph of u bottoms out before it reaches the u-axis. For
convenience we replace the variable x by &x.
Lemma 6.1. Let u(x) be the solution of equation (1.9) which has the
properties
u(0)=1, u$(0)=0, u"(0)=0, u$$$(0)=&*.
Then, if 0<*0.07, there exists a point x >0 such that
u$<0 on (0, x ), u$(x )=0 and u(x )>0.
Proof. We follow a procedure used in [HT1, 2], in which the solution
u is bounded above and below on a sequence of suitably chosen intervals.
In this instance we shall distinguish three intervals J1=[0, x1],
J2=[x1 , x2] and J3=[x2 , x3].
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The interval J1 . Since *>0 there exists a right-neighbourhood of the
origin where u$<0. For x>0, as long as u$<0 and u>0, it follows from
(1.9) that uiv>0, so that
u$$$(x)>&*, u"(x)>&*x, u$(x)>&
*
2
x2 and u(x)>1&
*
6
x3.
(6.1)
Set
f (s)=s&s3.
Then
f $(s)=1&3s2<0 for |s|>1- 3.
We choose x1=(12)14 # (1.8612, 1.8613). Then
u(x1)1&
*
6
(12)34>0.9247>
1
- 3
for 0<*0.07.
Hence, when we substitute (6.1) into (1.9), we find that for any
* # (0, 0.07],
uiv(x)<
*
3
x3&
*2
12
x6+
*3
63
x9 for 0<xx1 ,
which yields, upon integration over (0, x),
u$$$(x)&*+
*
12
x4&
*2
84
x7+
*3
10 } 63
x10<&*+
*
12
x4 for 0<xx1 .
(6.2)
Further integrations of (6.2) supply the upper bounds
u$(x)<&
*
2
x2+
*
360
x6, (6.3a)
u(x)<1&
*
6
x3+
*
2520
x7<1&
34
35
}
*
6
x3, (6.3b)
valid for 0<xx1 . Thus, in particular, with (6.1) and (6.3) we have
bracketed the solution at x=x1 as follows:
1&
*
6
x31u(x1)1&(0.97)
*
6
x31 and u$(x1)<&
7*
15
x21 . (6.4)
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We now use the upper bound (6.3) of u on (0, x1] to obtain improved
lower bounds for u and its first four derivatives. For convenience we write
k= 3435 } 6 . Then substitution into (1.9) yields
uiv(x)>2k*x3&3k2*2x6 (6.5a)
and further integrations yield
u$$$(x)>&*+ 12k*x
4& 37k
2*2x7, (6.5b)
u"(x)>&*x+ 110k*x
5& 356k
2*2x8, (6.5c)
u$(x)>&12*x
2+ 160 k*x
6& 1168k
2*2x9. (6.5d)
Thus, at x=x1 we arrive at the lower bounds
u(i)(x1)>+i*, i=1, 2, 3, 4,
where
+4=1.8588, +3=&0.0895, (6.6a)
+2=&1.5139, +1=&1.6229. (6.6b)
The interval J2 . For simplicity we shift the origin of the x-axis to
x=x1 . This is justified as (1.9) is autonomous.
Since by (6.4), u$(0)<0 and u(5)=(1&3u2) u$>0 when
u$<0 and u>1- 3, (6.7)
it follows that as long as (6.7) is satisfied, uiv is positive and bounded away
from zero. In fact, we have
uiv(x)>+4 *, (6.8a)
and further integrations yield
u$$$(x)>+3 *++4*x, (6.8b)
u"(x)>+2 *++3*x+ 12 +4 *x
2, (6.8c)
u$(x)>+1 *++2*x+ 12 +3 *x
2+ 16 +4*x
3, (6.8d)
u(x)>1&*[ 16x
3
1&+1x&
1
2 +2x
2& 16 +3 x
3& 124 +4x
4], (6.8e)
as long as (6.7) holds. We now choose x2=1.34. Then at this point, an
elementary computation leads to
u$$$(x2)>2.4012*, u"(x2)>0.0350*, (6.9a)
u$(x2)>&2.9865*, u(x2)>1&4.395*. (6.9b)
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Note that for 0*0.07, we have u(x2)>0.6923>1- 3. Hence, if
u$(x2)0 the assertion is proved.
Suppose, on the other hand, that u$(x2)<0 for some * # (0, 0.07]. We
then continue to the third interval J3 .
The interval J3 . We shift the origin of the x-axis again, now to x=x2 .
It follows from (1.9) that uiv>0 as long as u$<0 and u>0. Therefore
u$$$(x)>2.4012*, (6.10a)
u"(x)>2.4012*x, (6.10b)
u$(x)> 122.4012*x
2&2.9865*, (6.10c)
u(x)>1&4.395*+ 162.4012*x
3&2.9865*x. (6.10d)
An easy computation shows that the right hand side of (6.10c) is negative
on [0, 1.5771) but positive at x3=1.5772. Hence u$(x3)>0, and so u$ must
have its first zero on (0, x3). Since we readily find that u>0.3 on [0, x3],
the assertion is proved.
We are now ready to move forward and establish the desired properties
of the solution on (0, ). This will be done in a series of steps. Since
we may now assume that u$$$(0)>.07 it follows that u$>0 in a right-
neighbourhood of the origin. According to Lemma 2.3 and the subsequent
Remark, the graph of u will level off and then decrease again and reach the
line u=1 at some finite x^<. In the next Lemma we obtain bounds for
u$, u" and u$$$ and u$$$ at x=x^.
Lemma 6.2. Let u be a solution of (1.9) such that
u(0)=1, u$(0)=0, u"(0)=0, u$$$(0)0.07.
Then at the first value x^>0 of x where u=1, we have
u$(x^)<0, u"(x^)<&
1
- 2
, u$$$(x^)<0.
Proof. We distinguish two cases:
(I) u$$$(0)0.133 and (II) u$$$(0) # [0.07, 0.133).
For convenience we shall write u$$$(0)=*.
Case I: *>0.133. Let ! be the first positive zero of u$. Then the energy
identity implies that
(u")2= 12 (u
2&1)2 at x=! (6.11)
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and hence, that
[u"(!)]2 12 when u(!)- 2. (6.12)
Since u$>0 on (0, !) it follows that u"(!)<0, equality being excluded by
(6.12). Because u$$$(0)>0, and therefore u">0 in a right-neighbourhood of
the origin, it follows that u$$$ must have a first zero x~ on (0, !). According
to equation (1.9), uiv<0 as long as u>1. Hence u$$$<0 on (x~ , x^]. There-
fore, in view of (6.12),
u"(x^)<u"(!)&
1
- 2
,
if we can show that u(!)- 2.
Assume for contradiction that u(!)<- 2. Then
uiv=u(1+u)(1&u)- 2 (1+- 2)(1&u).
Since u$$$ is decreasing on (0, !) it follows that u$$$<*, where *=u$$$(0) and
hence, in view of the conditions at the origin, u(x)1+(16)*x3. Thus
uiv(x)&*Ax3, A= 16 - 2 (1+- 2).
This yields, after three integrations,
u$(x)
*
2
x2 \1& 2A4 } 5 } 6 x4+
and hence u$(x)0 so long as
x\60A +
14
=
def x1 .
Thus, if u- 2 then u$0 on (0, x1). One more integration now gives
u(x)1+*x3 \1& 6A4 } 5 } 6 } 7 x4+ ,
which yields at x1:
u(x1)>1+0.076*x31>- 2,
a contradiction.
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Case II: 0.07<*<0.133. Since the function f (s)=s(1&s2) is decreasing
for s>1 we find by substituting the upper bound u(x)1+(16)*x3 into
(1.9), as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, that
uiv(x)&
*
3
x3&
*2
12
x6&
*3
63
x9 as long as u(x)1.
This yields after three integrations
u$(x)
*
2
x2&
*
3 } 4 } 5 } 6
x6&
*2
12 } 7 } 8 } 9
x9&
*3
63 } 10 } 11 } 12
x12 (6.13a)

*
2
x2 \1& 23 } 4 } 5 } 6 x4&
2*0
12 } 7 } 8 } 9
x7&
2*20
63 } 10 } 11 } 12
x10+ (6.13b)
when we assume that *<*0 . We find that if we set *0=0.133, then the
right-hand side of (6.13b) is positive on [0, x1], where x1=3.39.
To obtain a lower bound for u(x1) we divide the range of *-values into
two parts and consider the intervals
(i) 0.07*0.08 and (ii) 0.08*0.133.
(i) We find after one further integration that
u(x)1+
*
6
x3
_\1& 63 } 4 } 5 } 6 } 7 x4&
6*0
12 } 7 } 8 } 9 } 10
x7&
6*20
63 } 10 } 11 } 12 } 13
x10+ ,
(6.14)
where we now set *0=0.08. At x1 , this yields
u(x1)1+4.1726*1.2920 for 0.07*0.08
and therefore
u(!)>1.2920 and u"(!)<&0.4734 for * # [0.07, 0.08], (6.15a)
where the upper bound for u"(!) follows from the energy identity (6.11).
(ii) For this interval we set *0=0.133. Then,
u(x1)1+3.9732*1.3178 for 0.08*0.133
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and therefore
u(!)>1.3178 and u"(!)<&0.5209 for * # [0.08, 0.133], (6.15b)
the bound for u"(!) following again from (6.11).
We now continue beyond ! to show that u" drops below the value
&1- 2 by the time it reaches the value 1, say at x^.
Suppose to the contrary that u"(x^)&1- 2. Since u" has decreased
from a positive value near the origin to a negative value at ! it follows that
u$$$ has become negative somewhere on (0, !). Therefore, since uiv<0 as
long as u>1, it follows that u$$$<0 on [!, x^], and so u">&1- 2 on
[!, x^). This yields after two integrations over (!, x^), in view of (6.15a,b),
u(x)>a&
1
2 - 2
(x&!)2 for !<xx^, (6.16)
where
a={1.2920 if * # [0.07, 0.08]1.3178 if * # (0.08, 0.133],
Thus, in particular,
1>a&
1
2 - 2
(x^&!)2
or
(x^&!)2>2 - 2 (a&1), (6.17)
which implies that
x^&!>0.89 for any * # [0.07, 0.133].
Substitution of (6.16) into (1.9) yields the following upper bound for uiv:
uiv(!+ y)<(a&a3)+(3a2&1) by2&3ab2y4+by6,
where we have written x=!+ y and b=1(2 - 2). If we integrate this
inequality twice over (!, x), we obtain the upper bound
u"(!+ y)<u"(!)+
1
2
(a&a3) y2+
1
3 } 4
(3a2&1) by4
&
3
5 } 6
ab2y6+
1
7 } 8
by8. (6.18)
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When we substitute the bounds for u"(!), from (6.15a) and (6.15b) we find
that
u"(!+0.89)<&
1
- 2
.
Since u"(x^)<u"(!+0.89), the assertion is proved for any value of * in the
interval [0.07, 0.133].
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Lemma X*. Because it is given that the graph of u drops down
monotonically to zero as x decreases from x=0, we know from Lemma 6.1
that u$$$(0)>0.07. Therefore the conditions imposed in Lemma 6.2 on u and
its first three derivatives at the origin are satisfied. Thus, at the first point
in R+, where the graph of u returns to the value u=1, which we denote
by y1 , condition (3.1a) of Lemma 3.1a is satisfied with a=y1 . Therefore, at
a point y2>y1 , the graph of u bottoms out and we have
u$<0 on [ y1 , y2)
and
u( y2)<&- 2, u$( y2)=0, u"( y2)>0, u$$$( y2)>0.
We next use Theorem 3.2a, applied to &u, to show that |u|>- 2 at all
subsequent critical points of the graph of u. This completes the proof of
Lemma X*.
We now proceed with the proof of Lemma X. As in the proof of
Lemma X*, we may set a=0 without loss of generality. We recall from the
Introduction that it suffices to prove Lemma X for the scaled equation
uiv==u"+u&u3, =>0. (1.7a)
We begin with a lemma which, like Lemma 6.1, supplies a lower bound for
u$$$(0).
Lemma 6.3. Let u=(x) be the solution of equation (1.7) with initial data
u=(0)=1, u$=(0)=0, u"=(0)=0 and u$$$=(0)=*.
If 0*0.07, then there exists an =1>0 such that if 0=<=1 , there exists
a point x=<0 such that
u$=>0 on (x= , 0), u$=(x=)=0 and u=(x=)>0.
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Proof. For ==0 this result is the content of Lemma 6.1. It follows from
the energy identity (1.10) that u"0(x0)>0 and so, from the continuous
dependence of u=(x) on =, we know that x= depends continuously on = near
==0. Therefore u=(x=) depends continuously on =. Since * is confined to a
compact interval, we conclude that there exists an =1>0 such that
u=(x=)>0 for 0=<=1 and 0*0.07.
Proof of Lemma X. Let 0<=<=1 . Then, by Lemma 6.3, the hypotheses
of Lemma X cannot hold when 0u$$$=(0)0.07. We may therefore assume
that
u$$$=(0)>0.07.
We shall consider two cases
(i) 0.07u$$$=(0) 32 and (ii)
3
2<u$$$=(0)<.
Case (i). Here * lies in a compact interval. Hence, we may conclude
from continuity and Lemma 6.2 that there exists an =2 # (0, =1] such that if
0<=<=2 , then there is a point x^=>0 at which
u=(x^=)=1, u$=(x^=)<0, u"=(x^=)<&
1
- 2
, u$$$=(x^=)<0.
By Lemma 3.1a and Theorem 3.2a, it then follows that |u= |>- 2 at every
subsequent zero of u$= .
Case (ii). We show that in this range of *-values, the solution u= rises
above - 2 for any =>0, so that by Theorem 3.2a the proof of Lemma X
can be completed.
Lemma 6.4. Let =>0 and let u=(x) be the solution of equation (1.7a)
with initial data
u=(0)=1, u$=(0)=0, u"=(0)=0 and u$$$=(0)=*.
If * 32 , then there exists a point x~ =>0 such that u=(x~ =)>- 2, and u$=>0 on
(0, x~ =).
Proof. It follows from the data at the origin that u"=>0 in a right-
neigbourhood of x=0. Thus, we can define
y=sup[x>0 : u">0 on [0, x)].
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Suppose that u- 2 on [0, y]. Then by the differential equation (1.7a),
we have
u iv&- 2 on [0, y].
This yields after a series of integrations over (0, x), where 0<x y:
u$$$(x)
3
2
&- 2 x, (6.20a)
u"(x)
3
2
x&
1
- 2
x2, (6.20b)
u$(x)
3
4
x2&
1
3 - 2
x3, (6.20c)
u(x)1+
1
4
x3&
1
12 - 2
x4. (6.20d)
From (6.20b) we see that y3- 2 and from (6.20d) we conclude that
u \ 3- 2+1+
27
16 - 2
>- 2.
This contradicts our assumption that u- 2 on [0, y].
Thus for any =0, the solution u= reaches above the level - 2 and the
assertion is proved.
This completes the proof of Lemma X.
7. Lemma Y
In this section we prove the second of two properties used in the proof
of the Induction Lemma.
Lemma Y. Let #>0. If u is an odd solution of equation (1.1) which at
a point a # R+ has the properties,
u(a)=0, u$(a)=0, u"(a)>0, (7.1)
then
u$$$(a)>0 and |u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (a, |).
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Remark. By the energy identity the conditions at the origin imply that
u"(a)=
1
- 2#
.
To be consistent with Section 6, we prove Lemma Y for the scaled equa-
tion
uiv==u"+u&u3. (1.7a)
Proof. We consider two cases
(i) u$$$(a)0 and (ii) u$$$(a)0
in succession.
Case (i). The initial values imply that u">0 in a right-neighbourhood
of x=a. Hence, we can define
x*=sup[x>a : u">0 on [a, x)].
Observe that
uiv==u"+u(1&u2)>0 when 0<u<1 and u">0.
Since u$$$(a)0, this implies that
u$$$>0, u">
1
- 2
and u$>0 as long as 0<u1. (7.2)
Therefore u reaches the level u=1 at a point x0 # (a, x*). There we claim
that
u$$$(x0)>0, u"(x0)>
1
- 2
, u$(x0)>2&14 and u(x0)=1. (7.3)
These inequalities are all obvious from (7.2), except for the lower bound of
u$. Suppose to the contrary that this bound is false. Then, since u">0 on
(a, x0), we have u$<2&14 on (a, x0). Hence, upon integration over (a, x)
we obtain
u(x)<2&14(x&a) for axx0
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which implies that x0>a+214. If we now integrate u" over (a, a+214) we
find, in view of (7.2), that
u$(a+214)>u$(a)+2&12 } 214=2&14.
Since u$(x0)>u$(a+214), it follows that u$(x0)>2&14 which contradicts
our original assumption, so that the lower bound for u$(x0) in (7.3) is
indeed valid.
We next show that u reaches - 2 on (a, x*). Suppose to the contrary
that u- 2 as long as u">0. Then
uiv==u"+u(1&u2)>&- 2 on (x0 , x*).
We integrate this lower bound over (x0 , x) where x0<xx* and use
(7.3). Writing y=x&x0 for convenience, we obtain
u$$$(x)>&- 2y, (7.4a)
u"(x)>
1
- 2
(1& y2), (7.4b)
u$(x)>2&14+
1
- 2 \ y&
1
3
y3+ , (7.4c)
u(x)>1+2&14y+
1
2 - 2 \ y2&
1
6
y4+ . (7.4d)
From (7.4b) we deduce that x*>x0+1. This means in particular that
(7.4d) holds for 0< y1. Therefore
u(x0+1)>1+2&14+
5
12 - 2
>- 2.
Since x0+1 # (x0 , x*), we have obtained a contradiction. Hence, there
must exist a point x1 # (x0 , x*) for which u$>0 on [x0 , x1], and
u(x1)- 2. (7.5)
From (7.5) we conclude, by Theorem 3.2a, that |u|>- 2 at all zeros of
u$ on (a, ). This completes the proof of Lemma Y.
Case (ii). By setting t=&x and v(t)=u(x), we can transform this case
to the previous one, and we find, as we did there, that |v|>- 2 at all zeros
of v$ on (&a, ). This implies that
|u|>- 2 whenever u$=0 on (&, a). (7.6)
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However, since u(x) is an odd function it follows from (7.1) that
u(&a)=0 and u$(&a)=0. (7.7)
Plainly (7.7) contradicts (7.6). Therefore, this case cannot occur.
We conclude that u$$$(a)>0.
8. A Multiple-Hump Periodic Solution
The method we developed in the previous sections to construct solutions
corresponding to infinite symbol sequences can also be used to construct
periodic solutions corresponding to finite symbol sequences. Thus, if we
denote the period of an odd periodic solution u by 2L, and u has N local
maxima on (0, 2L), then, as with chaotic solutions, we can associate with
u a symbol sequence _=(_1 , _2 , ..., ), which is periodic with period N:
_k+N=_k , k=1, 2, 3, ...
In [PT2] we exhibited two periodic solutions with a single hump on
(0, 2L), so that for both of them N=1. One of these corresponds to
_=(1, 1, 1, ...) and the other one to _=(0, 0, 0, ...). Below we give an
example of a periodic solution for which
N=5 and _=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, ...). (8.1)
See Fig. 3.
Proposition 8.1. Let #> 18. Then there exists an odd periodic solution of
equation (1.5a) which satisfies (8.1).
Fig. 3. A multi-hump periodic solution.
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Proof. We seek in initial slope :*>0 such that the corresponding
solution u=u( } , :*) has the properties
u(!1)<1, u(’1)>&1, u(!2)>1 and u$$$(!2)=0. (8.2)
Then, because u$$$=0 at !2 , we can extend u symmetrically beyond !2
according to
u(!2+ y)=u(!2& y) for 0 y!2 .
The resulting function can then be continued to [&L, 0] as an odd func-
tion and subsequently periodically to the whole of R. This construction,
together with (8.2), leads to the periodic sequence _ described in (8.1).
We now turn to the construction of a function u on [0, 12L] with the
properties (8.2) at !1 and !2= 12L. As in (5.12) we define
:0=sup[:>0 : u(!1)<1 on (0, :)].
By Lemma 5.2, :0 is well defined and we have
u(!1)=1, u"(!1)=0, u$$$(!1)>0, !1=’1 and u(!2)>1 at :0. (8.3)
Thus, we have u(’1)=1 at :0 and so we can define
:1=inf[:<:0 : u(’1(:), :)>&1 on (:, :0)].
Observe that u(!1)>0>&1=u(’1) at :1. Therefore
u$$$(’1)<0 and !2=’1 at :1. (8.4)
By Lemma 5.6, :1 # (0, :0). It follows from (8.3) that we can also define
:2=inf[:<:0 : u(!2)>1 on (:, :0)].
Since by (8.4), u(!2)=&1 at :1, we infer that :1<:2<:0.
Lemma 8.2. We have
u$$$(!2(:0), :0)<0 and u$$$(!2(:2), :2)>0.
Proof. Let :=:0. Then the energy identity (1.3) implies that u"(!2)<0.
Define
x0=inf[x<!2 : u"<0 on (x, !2)].
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Because (8.3) implies that u">0 in a right-neighbourhood of !1 , we
conclude that x0 # (!1 , !2) and u$$$(x0)0. Therefore
#uiv=u"+u(1&u2)<0 on (x0 , !2),
and, upon integration over (x0 , !2), we obtain
u$$$(!2)<u$$$(x0)0 at :0,
as asserted.
Let :=:2. Then we have
u(!2)=1>u(!1)>u(’1),
and so u$$$(!2)>0.
From the continuous dependence of u$$$ and !2 on : we can now
conclude that there exists an initial slope :* # (:2, :0) such that
u$$$(!2(:*), :*)=0.
It follows from the definition of :0 and :2 that
u(!1)<1 and u(!2)>1 at :*.
This completes the proof of Proposition 8.1.
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